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SUMMARY

In the milestone 2.2, we have shown that clique percolation return a good accuracy but encounter computational bottleneck. This is a typical case of algorithms which aim at optimal result since community detection is classic NP-problem. Develop a parallel version of those algorithms is one of the solutions.

The purpose of this milestone is to implement the parallel version of the clique percolation methods. The challenge lies at the first step that enumerates all cliques of the networks. In addition, finding the optimal parameters also take significant time cause clique graph and it’s connected components need to be recalculated multiple of times.

In addition, we also implemented greedy clique expansion (GCE) Lee et al. [1]. The idea behind clique based community detection is that community usually contain cliques. Similar to clique percolation, GCE encounters problem of computing time.

Parallel clique percolation

First of all, all maximal cliques of the networks need to be detected. For this purpose, we implemented the parallel version of the algorithm of Eppstein and Strash [2]. Basically, the degeneracy order of the graph is computed using the algorithm of Batagelj and Zaversnik [3] and the existing package (see the reference). Then the pivot Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [4] with this initial vertex ordering are performed in parallel. The routine and source code are documented in milestone 2.1 of this project.

Optimal parameter selection: for each minimum clique size, we perform the routine percolation method (milestone 2.2) in parallel as following: clique graph is created with nodes are cliques, links are the overlap between them, and the connected components of clique graph are the communities. Then the modularity of the detected communities is computed using the algorithm of Newman [5]. The one with the highest is selected.

Parallel greedy clique expansion

The sequential greedy clique expansion (GCE) is introduced by Lee et al. [1] as the following steps: i) clique enumeration ii) clique expansion for each detected clique and iii) duplicate removal. Compare with clique percolation, GCE is significant slower due to expansion routine which greedily finds and adds nodes to the existing seeds (cliques) to optimize the scoring function. In addition, choosing the optimal input parameter for the scoring function is another problem. It requires to repeat step ii) and iii) for multiple of
times. The accuracy of GCE depends on the parameters. For the investor network, clique percolation is more stable and return higher accuracy.

To improve it, we develop the parallel version. The advantage is that the algorithm can be paralleled. The first step is similar to clique percolation. We apply the parallel clique enumeration Eppstein and Strash [2]. For each clique, the greedy expansion routine is also performed in parallel.

A more detailed technical Python implementation of the algorithm is presented at: http://www.investorcliques.eu/category/programming/

DATA

We first use the input correlation network from our lab’s previous work [6]. The data used in this study is the central register of shareholdings for Finnish stocks from Finnish central depository, provided by Euroclear Finland. Our sample data consists of the marketplace transactions of 100 Finnish stocks consisting of investor’s transactions around dot-com bubble from 1 January 1998 to 1 January 2002. A more detailed description of the data set is provided in Refs [6–10].

AVAILABILITY

Source code Python can be found at: http://www.investorcliques.eu/category/programming/
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